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Personal View

Baroque music has occupied my attention and fascination ever
since, as a boy, I tried to simulate a harpsichord by putting a
newspaper under the hammers of a piano. This produces a
clattering sound far removed from the pure clear notes of a
harpsichord but sufficiently different from the piano to add a
new dimension to the playing of a prelude or fugue. This
juvenile interest was reinforced during the last war. As RMO
to a tank battalion in Northern Italy I was presented with
Book II of the Well Tempered Clavier by a trooper who had
"discovered" it in an Italian home near the town of Bagna-
cavallo. A few days later his squadron commander completed
the gift by bringing a piano to my RAP on his tank. My musical
appreciation of the art of fugue then began and has continued
ever since.

Baroque music is lively, predictable, brisk, and extrovert. It
evokes the fashionable world of gavotte, pavane, allemande, and
courante as well as the precision of the fugue and the spirituality
of the passions and masses. At its centre is the immense figure
of J S Bach. Supreme in his art, prodigious in his output, twice
married and father of 20 children, he towers over his con-
temporaries. Bernard Levin once said that he could die listening
to Wagner. For my part, Bach would do very well and if a choice
was possible the organ prelude "Alle Menschen Mussen
Sterben" (all men are mortal) is sufficiently sanctified to make
the transition from earth to heaven more acceptable.

* * *

To praise the Lord with the sound of the sackbutt, lute, and
trumpet was convenient for the medieval musicians. To this
heavenly band I would add the harpsichord. From 1550 to 1750
it reigned supreme as a keyboard instrument. Unlike the clavi-
chord, whose tone is intimate and personal, the harpsichord
could easily hold its own in the orchestra. Many famous names
are associated with its manufacture: Ruckers of Antwerp,
Christofori of Florence, the Blanchets of France, Thomas
Hitchcock of London. To these old craftsmen is now added an
increasing army of enthusiastic amateurs. A resurgence of
interest in harpsichord playing has been stimulated by the pro-
duction of do-it-yourself kits. These are produced in America
by Zuckermann and have been sent all over the world. Three
years ago I saw a completed instrument and the seeds of am-
bition to do likewise were sown. They lay dormant for a while
but germinated suddenly after hearing again the 5th Branden-
berg Concerto. The solo cembalo part towards the end of the
first movement did it. In June 1975 the kit arrived in three large
cardboard boxes and the epic construction was begun.
By virtue of their vocation surgeons are generally endowed

with, or almost always develop, an above average manual
dexterity. These skills give much personal satisfaction though
outwardly there may be a tendency to play them down and
emphasise more the scientific basis of their craft. There is even
a school of thought misguided enough to talk of surgeons as
operating physicians. While this unlikely parthenogenetic
hybrid might appeal to a frustrated physician, it will cut little
ice with the more extrovert surgeon who frankly enjoys using
his hands as well as his brain. It is this digital itch which propels
surgeons into all manner of practical hobbies, and in my case

has found temporary fulfilment in the creation of a musical
instrument.

The harpsichord has more than 797 parts, and an essential
preliminary exercise is to label them all exactly. The anatomy
is complex, with a tantalising diversity of named parts. A
few, like the legs, spine, bent-side, lid, keys, are straightforward
but the lower guide, belly-rail stiffener, case front spline, back
bottom, front bottom, upper braces, bridges, nuts, hitchpins
fit into no known anatomical niche. The instrument is built
around a "horse." This is a solid wooden construction, the
width of the instrument. Once put together the harpsichord
grows centrifugally, rather like a fertilised ovum, and like the
ovum, congenital defects start here so that if it is not exactly
right everything else will be the same amount out. Mine was a
quarter of an inch out and until I reached the keyboard stage I
was not sure whether the keys, jacks, and quills would meet up
and pluck the correct strings. Happily, the kit maker appre-
ciates that there are fools around and there is a modest allowance
for error. When the strings, all 104 of them, carefully graded
in size from treble to bass, are installed the remaining embryo-
logical addition before parturition is the keyboard, jacks, and
quills. Once fitted the sound of the first untuneful notes is as
welcome as the newborn's first cry. An instrument is born, good
for several centuries, a musical memorial to its creator, who in
time-honoured fashion has his name inscribed, preferably in
Latin, above the keys.

* * *

To live with a harpsichord is different from, say, living with a
chest of drawers. It is difficult to become emotionally attached
to a chest, however bow-fronted and elegant it may be. But I am
sure a kind of empathy develops between a harpsichord and its
creator. Like a wife, the harpsichord requires affection, pro-
tection, use, and maintenance. Affection to keep it in prime
condition; protection from variation in temperature; use to
make it sing and give of its best; maintenance to keep it in tune
and happy. Tuning requires understanding the principle of
equal temperament whereby the octave is divided into 12 equal
steps. This gives almost perfect fifths and fourths, but thirds
and sixths are out of tune. To "lay an equal temperament"
means tuning a circle of fifths from F below middle C to B above
middle C. This is not as complicated as it sounds but takes time
to learn and considerable ear training to carry out effectively.
To build a harpsichord and not be able to tune it is an abrogation
of parental responsibility.
The next logical step is to play the instrument and, for most

builders, this is presumably the raison d'etre of their task. There
are innumerable composers to choose from: Scarlatti, Byrd,
Purcell, Handel, Frescobaldi, Buxtehude, Couperin, Rameau,
and Bach. To know them all would require a lifetime of study
and dedication. To try to know Bach would satisfy most.

Compulsion to build a second instrument is endemic among
harpsichord makers. Without such a project, the long winter
evenings seem bereft of anticipation and challenge. Nevertheless,
the problem of finding house room for a litter of harpsichords
effectively deters their uncontrolled procreation-a family
planning exercise which unfortunately does not qualify for a
government grant. The alternative is to build for others. Any
offers ?

I E W GILMOUR
Ediniburgh Consultant surgeon
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